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Going Solo at

Soneva Kiri
PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF SONEVA KIRI TEXT TREVOR RANGES

NO SHOES, NO NEWS, NO DATE NOR FAMILY? NO WORRIES.
When you’ve reached an age at which
many of your friends are either married
with children or at least involved in serious
enough relationships to spend all their
holidays with their significant others, you
need not despair; with a given amount of
maturity you shouldn’t have to stay home
and sulk when a holiday rolls around. There
are destinations designed for both lovers
and families that can also provide an exceptional experience for those proud enough to
enjoy traveling alone.
If I were traveling with my family, Soneva
Kiri offers opportunities for both family fun
and relaxing time apart from the children.
If I were traveling with my girlfriend, the
resort would be a panty-dropping romantic
getaway. But I was traveling alone, and I
was initially unsure if this family-friendly
and romantic resort would provide this solo

traveler with an adequate array of activities
and attractions for a three-day stay.
As the resort’s Cessna Grand Caravan
approached the small airstrip on an island
neighboring Koh Kood, the pristine waters
and golden sand below me excited my imagination: my mind’s eye spotted Tattoo pointing up at the plane and the suave Mr. Roarke
finalizing the arrangements for my magical
mermaid fantasy. Once I was speeding
across the pellucid water aboard Aquasense,
Soneva’s bespoke hand-made Riva-style
boat, the wind rushed through my hair and
any remaining anxieties I had of traveling
alone were blown away.
As the boat approached the pier, I was
warmly greeted by bare-footed staff who
requested and then deposited my shoes in a
soft cloth bag, informing me that I wouldn’t
be needing them for the next few days.
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The resort’s ‘no shoes, no news’ policy, a
facet of its SLOW LIFE philosophy, was a
welcoming first impression and I would
soon learn the acronym meant more than
just kicking off my shoes and taking it easy.
As I was traveling alone, I was put up in a
‘cozy’ Cliff Pool Villa Suite - at 482sqm, the
third smallest option at Soneva Kiri. The
resort’s 24 villas and 11 private residences,
along with a private beach, numerous restaurants, and in-house attractions, occupy
150 acres (60 hectares) of Koh Kood, the
fourth largest island in Thailand. Each of
the villas is as proportionally expansive as
the resort itself, mine offering more than a
dozen different indoor and outdoor areas,
including multiple deck levels with comfortably upholstered, open-air chill-out nooks
connected by wooden stairways, all of which
overlook the pool and the sea.
Were I traveling with a lover, we might
have found more use of the villa’s three
showers and two tubs, including an inviting
outdoor Jacuzzi. Regardless, when I’m at
the beach I shun indoor bathing options,
and while I may not be an exhibitionist, I
am a hedonist. As the villas are sheltered
from one another by lush forest, I spent a
fair amount of time hopping into and out of
the pool, meandering across the deck to an
outdoor shower, and jaunting up and down
the stairs to various shady salas: naked but
not afraid.
While my shoes may have missed out on
all of the fun, my swimsuit certainly did get
to see lots of action. A solar reef underwater
coral nursery lies in the lagoon just off the
boat pier and snorkeling day trips explore
the shallow reefs of nearby Koh Rang National Park. A small sandbar forms where
the resort’s V-shaped beach comes together
and, depending on the swell, the shallow
waters are alternatively great for kids to

AS THE RESORT’S CESSNA GRAND
CARAVAN APPROACHED THE SMALL
AIRSTRIP … THE PRISTINE WATERS AND
GOLDEN SAND BELOW ME EXCITED
MY IMAGINATION: MY MIND’S EYE
SPOTTED TATTOO POINTING UP AT THE
PLANE AND THE SUAVE MR. ROARKE
FINALIZING THE ARRANGEMENTS FOR
MY MAGICAL MERMAID FANTASY.

Clockwise from left:
Common pool and
bar; The Tree Pod
canopy dining; Sunset
seaside seating at the
dining room; Cinema
Paradiso; So Celestial
observatory

play in while parents enjoy lunch or for
aspiring surfers to show off for their sun-shy
lovers; SUP stand-up paddle surfboards are
available for cruising the channel between
the beach and a small offshore island and
catamarans, kayaks, and other activities are
readily at hand.
While I can easily spend an entire day
playing in the water and lounging on the
beach, were I traveling with children, I am
sure that, at some point, they would need
a respite from the sun. What better way to
cool your kids off than a visit to So Chocoholic, the resort’s chocolate boutique? I
don’t need children, however, to appreciate
the cold tile floor under my bare feet as a
refreshing wave of air conditioning envelops me in the aroma of chocolate; when
I’m on vacation, it’s perfectly acceptable to
indulge myself in a buffet of mousses, bon
bons, and truffles.
Nor do I need accompanying children to
sample many of the 60 flavors of cool, creamy
sorbets, gelatos, and ice creams available
outside the chocolate room. Each time I
rambled back down to my electric buggy, ice
cream cone in hand, my inner child imagined
the deck, built like a sloping wooden hillside,
covered with snow and I gamboled along it as
if it were a snowboard terrain park.
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Below:
Soneva offers private flights from
Don Mueang to Koh Mai Si, the
island adjacent to Koh Kood

It’s not typically until sunset, when lovers
stroll hand in hand along the beach, that
traveling alone can become a bit of a downer.
Fortunately for me, The Beach plays host
to sundowner cocktail parties. At a resort
catering predominately to couples and families it’s always a pleasure to mingle with
staff, in this instance an eclectic international ensemble. Over sunset canapés and
creative cocktails served from a beachside
Volkswagen van, I scheduled two ‘dates’
for the following day: a tour of the grounds
with the resort’s lovely Naturalist and an
appointment at the spa with a visiting therapeutic practitioner, the charming Lorenzo
Becchi.
Overlooking the sea for a solitary breakfast –an exceptional experience at Soneva
Kiri described below – and enjoying a fresh
seafood lunch at a shady beachfront table
are hardly insufferable affairs. It is often at
these times I pat myself on my proverbial
back for forsaking convention and immersing myself in luxurious pleasures. Dinnertime alone at a particularly romantic resort
can be an altogether more humbling affair.
Fortunately, dining at Sonvea Kiri, in
addition to providing tasty, healthy, and
responsibly produced and procured fare, is
more than a simple epicurean experience.
One dining option borrowed the soundtrack
from Apocalypse Now, sending me off
aboard the Aquasense speedboat with Wagner’s “Ride of The Valkaries” blaring from
the speakers. As I turned upriver towards
Benz Thai restaurant, the Doors “The End”
played well to my spirit of solitary adventure.
The experience I couldn’t bring myself
to attempt alone, leaving it for a future visit
if and when I find a non-acrophobic lover,

also meant ‘no TV,’ there were numerous
nighttime activities to enjoy. One evening
was spent at So Celestial, Soneva’s observatory, gazing at the moon, nearby planets,
and distant stars; the 200x magnification
Meade – RSX400 telescope is housed within
a rotating dome and can be fixed on heavens
as they drift across the sky. The following
evening I reclined on a beanbag beneath
Clockwise from left:
the stars, cocktail and popcorn in hand as I
Aerial view of beachenjoyed a film on a theater-sized screen set
front villas; yoga
up in the middle of a fresh water reservior.
at dawn; The Den,
children's tree-house
My breakfast the following morning
style wonderland;
included frequent trips to So Dairy, Soneva’s
The Beach activities
walk-in dairy, which offers fresh milk,
center and restaurant.
yoghurts, and a variety of
cheeses from Thai cows,
based on the recipes of
a 300 year-old Dutch
farmhouse diary. Organic
fruit, herb, and vegetables
Sq. meters of largest,
were served fresh from
6 bedroom villa
the resort’s very own
gardens. Indeed, while
sustainability and farmers’ markets are
hot trends in Bangkok these days, Soneva
was quietly leading the bandwagon: after
breakfast I took a tour of the resorts greywater recycling, bio-diesel production, and
composting operations with Soneva’s staff
Naturalist.
The Soneva Kiri’s SLOW LIFE philosophy, which stands for Sustainable – Local –
Organic – Wellness – Learning – Inspiring –
Fun – Experiences, is true on every account.
As your solo Soneva experience will almost
certainly have you snapping photos at every
turn, the biggest challenge for many visitors
may be the resort’s discouragement of cell
phone usage in common areas. My advice:
bring your camera - you don’t need to Instagram every moment of your trip, no matter
how jealous the photos will make your single friends who opted to stay at home. ♦
For more information and images of Soneva Kiri visit www.2-mag.com/magazine
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Minutes flight from
Bangkok to Koh Mai Si

is the most ingenious dining experience
at the resort: The Tree Pod. After climbing into a woven rattan pod (a half coconut
husk-shaped dining booth), guests are
dramatically elevated into the canopy of
towering trees, five meters above the forest
floor. From this spectacular vantage point
overlooking the sea, the dining experience is
delivered by ‘flying waiters,’ who shuttle to
and from the pod via “flying fox” zip lines.
Although the resort’s ‘no news’ policy

Hour ahead of Thailand
on “Soneva time”

Labels in the Wine
Cellar
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